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GC1018 is a metal detector with good performance. With your metal detector, 

you can hunt for coins, relics, jewelry, gold, and silver just about anywhere. 

The detector’s features include: 

� The 4.3” view meter shows you the probable type of metal  

being detected 

� ALL METAL mode comes with ground track function. 

� Except the view meter, it can discriminate the metal type with tone. 

� The 9 ½” search coil is waterproof and can work under shallow water. 

� The external headphone jack lets you connect stereo headphones (not  

supplied) and operate without trouble. 

� The detector is power by 8 AA batteries (not supplied). 

 

PREPARATION 

ASSEMBLING THE DETECTOR 

 

There are five parts in the packing box: search coil, two shafts, view meter, 

and control box. Assembling your detector is easy and requires no special 

tools. Just follow these steps: 

1. Take out the view meter and control box. Take off the two screws at the 

bottom of meter with a small screw driver. Then Insert the cable plug of the 

control box into the jack on the bottom of the meter. Note: Do not force the 

plug or you could damage it. Align the end of the shaft with the slot on base 

of the shaft. Put the rest of cable in the meter. Fix the meter on fixing board 

with two fixing screws. 

Meter Jac k

Screw

 

2. Take out the search coil and shaft 1. Unscrew the knob on the one end of  
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the shaft 1 and remove the knob connector. Insert the stem and align the 

holes on the search coil bracket and the shaft. Push the connector 

through the holes and tighten the knob. 

3. Take out shaft 2. Insert the end of shaft 1 into one end of shaft 2 . Insert 

the other end of shaft 2 into the hole at the bottom of meter. Make sure 

the spring clip be in the holes of the shaft. 

4. Lengthen or shorten so when you stand upright with the detector in your  

  hand, the search coil is level with and about 1 to 2 inches above the 

ground  

with your arm relaxed at your side. Loosen the connector on the search  

coil. Adjust the search coil to make it parallel with the ground. Then  

tighten the connector properly. 

5. Wind the search coil cable around the stem. Leave enough slack in the 

cable.  

6. Insert the search coil’s plug into the search coil jack on the detector’s 

control housing. 

Note: The search coil’s plug fits into the connector only one way. Do not force 

the plug or you could damage it. 

 

Shaft 1 Shaft 2
Cable

Meter

Handle
Arm support

Control box

Toggle

Fixing screw

Spring clip

 

INSTALLING THE BATTERIES 

Cautions: 

� Use only fresh alkaline batteries of required size. 

� Do not mix the old and new batteries or different types of batteries. 

1. Check the VOLUME switch on the front panel to make sure it is in the 

“POWER OFF” position.  
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Control box 

Battery compartment

Battery cover

Fixing screw  

2. Loosen the fixing screw. Take off the battery cover. Pull out the battery 

compartment. 

3. Place a 8 AA  batteries into the battery compartment matching the 

polarity symbols (+ and -) marked inside. Replace the battery cover. 

Tighten the fixing screw on it. 

Caution: 

� Dispose of old batteries promptly and properly. Never bury or burn 

them. 

� If you don’t plan to use the unit for a week or more time, remove the 

batteries. Batteries can leak chemicals that can destroy electronic parts. 

 

USING HEADPHONES 

1. Insert the stereo headphones’ 6.5mm plug into the HEADPHONE jack. At 

this time the internal speaker disconnects. 

2. Set the VOLUME to the desired setting. 

3. Set the toggle on the handle to DISC mode. 

Listening Safely 

� To protect your hearing, set the volume to the lowest setting before you 

begin listening, adjust the volume to a comfortable level. 

� Do not listen at extremely high volume levels. Extended high volume 

listening can lead to permanent hearing loss. 

� Do not wear headphones while operating your detector near high-traffic 

areas. Pay attention to traffic safety. 
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Lay Out of the Function Panel 
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(1) Ground Balance (GND BAL) controller for ALL METAL mode. Area P is 

the balance area. In this area, user can find a balance point (refer to the 

operation below). 

(2) TUNE controller for ALL METAL mode. Set the toggle to C and hold it. 

When you rotate the TUNE controller to a certain point of P area, you will 

hear a sound from the speaker. 

(3) Sensitivity controller (SENS) is used to adjust the sensitivity. Rotate the 

controller clockwise to have a high sensitivity. Rotate it 

counter-clockwise to lower the sensitivity. This controller is useful for ALL 

METAL and DISC modes. 

(4) DISC controller for discrimination. User can adjust the controller to reject 

undesired metal. For rejected metal, there’ll be no sound indication. 

(5) THRESHOLD controller for discrimination mode. This controller is only 

available for DISC mode. Rotate the controller counter-clockwise to low 

position to avoid interference. Clockwise rotate the controller to have 
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high sensitivity.   

(6) VOLUME for discrimination mode. Clockwise rotate the controller to 

have high level. Counter-clockwise rotate it to have low level. This 

controller is not available for ALL METAL. It is also used as POWER OFF 

switch. 

(7) LOW BATT indicator--- when the battery voltage is below 9.8V, LOW 

BATT indicator will light. At this time user has to replace the batteries. 

(8) HEADPHONE JACK-- Insert the stereo headphones’ 6.5mm plug into the  

HEADPHONE jack. At this time the internal speaker disconnects. 

 

Toggle--  Three operation modes are set by the Toggle on the handle. A is for 

DISC; B is for ALL METAL; C is for ALL METAL resetting. For this setting, user 

has to hold the toggle by hand. 

 

 

VIEW METER—In ALL METAL mode, when the unit finds metal, the meter 

pointer will swing to the right. However, in DISC mode, the view meter will 

indicate the metal type of the target being detected. 

The icon of the metal type listed out on the meter is based on the 

conductivity of metal. The better conductivity the metal has, the bigger 

deflection the meter pointer will have. But even for same metal, the 

deflection angle of the pointer will be different. Because the deflection angle 

is also based on the shape, size, and depth of the metal target. 

The meter has scale from 0~100. 
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OPERATION 

 

1. ALL METAL mode 

To find valuable metal, the first step is to find metal. Based on this idea,  

user should first use ALL METAL operation mode. That is to say to set  

the toggle to B position. In this case , don’t set the sensitivity to high  

position. 12:00 is a good position. Hold the unit with the search coil  

1m or more above the ground. Then set the toggle to C and hold it by  

hand.  

Adjust TUNE controller until you hear a critical sound from speaker.  

Meanwhile, rotate the GND BAL to P. Then reset the toggle to B. Hold  

the unit with the search coil 2~5cm above the ground. You will hear  

the same critical sound. If the sound is higher, rotate GND BAL  

controller counter-clockwise; If the sound is lower, rotate GND BAL  

controller clockwise; Note: each time after GND BAL adjustment, set the  

toggle to C once until you hear the same critical sound. When searching  

in highly mineralized area, set the SENS to low position and hold the 

search coil a little far away above the ground.  

For normal operation, hold the search coil 2~5cm above the ground  

and sweep slowly.  

If the detector finds any metal target, you will hear a sound. Also the  

meter pointer will swing to the right. During operation, if you hear a  
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sound different from the critical sound, set the toggle to C position, 

release the toggle and slide it to B position after you hear a sound same 

as critical sound. Closer the search coil to the ground and set to toggle 

to C again if you hear a louder sound. Repeat the above operation until 

you find the location of the target. 

 

2. DISC mode 

After you find the target, set the operation mode to DISC, ie to set the toggle 

to A. In DISC mode, normally set the DISC to 0 and THRESHOLD to 12:00. 

When the search coil passes by the target, the meter pointer will stay at the 

corresponding location. Also you will hear a di-di sound. For different metal 

the meter pointer will stay at different location. 

Note: When the unit finds ferrous metal, the meter pointer will stay at 0. If 

the unit finds two metal targets, the meter pointer will stay at the 

corresponding position for valuable metal.   

When detecting in dark area, you can discriminate the metal type 

depending on the different sound for different metal. In this case, set the 

DISC to proper position so that the unit will sound di-di to valuable metal 

and be silent to undesired metal. The DISC control has scale from 0~10                                                                                                                                         

which is relative to the scale 0~100 on the meter. For example, the scale 4 

of DISC is relative to the scale 40 on the meter. For metal ranging below 

scale 40 on the meter, unit will be silent to target being detected. But for 

metal ranging over scale 40 on the meter, unit will sound “du-du” to target 

being detected. 

Detection Hints 

� If there are interference from other instruments or electrical cable or TV or 

radio in your searching area, lower the sensitivity, or to change the current 

searching area. 

� When searching in highly mineralized area, the unit will sound even if 

there’s no metal. In this case, you can lower the sensitivity and set the 

THREASHOLD to low position, increase the height between the search coil 

and the ground until the false signal disappears.  
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� In areas with complicate soil condition, try to set the SENS and 

THREASHOLD to proper position. Don’t set the SENS and THREASHOLD 

to high position. Or you’ll get a false result. 

� Move away any large piece of metal or metal digging tool when searching. 

� In ALL METAL mode, or if the SENS is set to high position, the critical sound 

may change. In this case, slide the toggle to C position to eliminate any 

interference. 

� To set the meter pointer to 0, you can slide the toggle to B then to A. 

� In DISC mode, meter pointer will stay at 0 for iron or alloy target. But if the 

target is iron or alloy foil, the meter will swing to “FOIL” area. 

 

TESTING AND USING THE DETECTOR 

 

To learn how the detector reacts to different metals, you should test it 

before you use it the first time.  

 

Outdoor Testing and Use  

1. Slide POWER to ON. Set the operating mode. 

2. Find an area on the ground outside where there is no metal. 

3. Place a sample of the material you want the detector to find (such as 

a gold ring or a coin) on the ground. 

4. Set SENS and THREASHOLD to the mid- position. 

5. Hold the search coil 2~5cm above the ground. Slowly move the 

search coil over the area where you placed the sample, sweeping the 

search coil in a side-to-side motion. 

Note:  

If you are using valuable metal such as gold to test the detector, mark the 

area where you place the item, to help you find it later. Do not place it in 

tall grass or weeds).  

 

Searchcoil Sweeping Hints: 

� Never sweep the searchcoil as if it were a pendulum. Raising the 
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searchcoil while sweeping or at the end of a sweep will cause false 

readings. 

         

Wrong

               
              

 

� It’s better you sweep the search coil from side to side in an arc line of  
15cm motion and keep the search coil parallel with the ground. 

� Sweep slowly, hurrying will cause you to miss targets. 
 

           
 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE  

YourGC1018/3018 metal detector is an example of superior design 

and craftsmanship. The following suggestions will help you care for 

your metal detector so you can enjoy it for years. 

 Handle the detector gently and carefully. Dropping it can  
         damage circuit boards and cases and can cause the  

         detector to work improperly. 

          

   Use the detector only in normal temperature  
         environments. Temperature extremes can shorten the  

life of electronic devices, damage the cases of the  
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detector.      

   Keep the detector away from dust and dirt, which can  

cause premature wear of parts. 

   Wipe the detector with a damp cloth occasionally to  
keep it looking new. Do not use harsh chemicals,  

cleaning  
        

 

 

 

 

Gold Century Warranty  
 
This product is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for 1 
year from date of purchase. The item must be shipped at buyer’s expense to our 
offices where we will, at our discretion, repair or replace it free of charge. 
Please include your original purchase receipt. This warranty is not valid for 
defects caused by accidents, misuse, improper care, alteration or abuse, nor is it 
valid if any service or repair is performed by non-authorized personnel. 
Please contact us for a return authorization at 334-567-2300 or by email at 
service@ace-distributors.net.  Please include a letter describing the problem 
and your return address. 
 
Return to: 

Ace Distributors, LLC 
1100 Chandler Street 
Montgomery, Alabama 36104 

 


